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Abstract. In order to predict the physical properties of
aerosol particles, it is necessary to adequately capture the be-
haviour of the ubiquitous complex organic components. One
of the key properties which may affect this behaviour is the
contribution of the organic components to the surface ten-
sion of aqueous particles in the moist atmosphere. Whilst
the qualitative effect of organic compounds on solution sur-
face tensions has been widely reported, our quantitative un-
derstanding on mixed organic and mixed inorganic/organic
systems is limited. Furthermore, it is unclear whether mod-
els that exist in the literature can reproduce the surface ten-
sion variability for binary and higher order multi-component
organic and mixed inorganic/organic systems of atmospheric
signiﬁcance. The current study aims to resolve both issues to
some extent. Surface tensions of single and multiple solute
aqueous solutions were measured and compared with pre-
dictions from a number of model treatments. On comparison
with binary organic systems, two predictive models found in
the literature provided a range of values resulting from sen-
sitivity to calculations of pure component surface tensions.
Results indicate that a ﬁtted model can capture the variabil-
ity of the measured data very well, producing the lowest av-
erage percentage deviation for all compounds studied. The
performance of the other models varies with compound and
choice of model parameters. The behaviour of ternary mixed
inorganic/organic systems was unreliably captured by using
a predictive scheme and this was dependent on the compo-
sition of the solutes present. For more atmospherically rep-
resentative higher order systems, entirely predictive schemes
performed poorly. It was found that use of the binary data in
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a relatively simple mixing rule, or modiﬁcation of an existing
thermodynamic model with parameters derived from binary
data, was able to accurately capture the surface tension vari-
ation with concentration. Thus, it would appear that in order
to model multi-component surface tensions involving com-
pounds used in this study one requires the use of appropriate
binary data. However, results indicate that the use of theo-
retical frameworks which contain parameters derived from
binary data may predict unphysical behaviour when taken
beyond the concentration ranges used to ﬁt such parame-
ters. The effect of deviations between predicted and mea-
sured surface tensions on predicted critical saturation ratios
was quantiﬁed, by incorporating the surface tension models
into an existing thermodynamic framework whilst ﬁrstly ne-
glecting bulk to surface partitioning. Critical saturation ra-
tios as a function of dry size for all of the multi-component
systems were computed and it was found that deviations be-
tweenpredictionsincreasedwithdecreasingparticledrysize.
As expected, use of the surface tension of pure water, rather
than calculate the inﬂuence of the solutes explicitly, led to a
consistently higher value of the critical saturation ratio indi-
cating that neglect of the compositional effects will lead to
signiﬁcant differences in predicted activation behaviour even
at large particle dry sizes. Following this two case studies
were used to study the possible effect of bulk to surface par-
titioning on critical saturation ratios. By employing various
assumptions it was possible to perform calculations not only
for a binary system but also for a mixed organic system. In
both cases this effect lead to a signiﬁcant increase in the pre-
dicted critical supersaturation ratio compared to the above
treatment. Further analysis of this effect will form the focus
of future work.
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1 Introduction
The complex behaviour of multi-component aerosol par-
ticles in the moist atmosphere requires predictive frame-
works which attempt to capture the complexity of the organic
composition and its combination with inorganic compounds.
There are however numerous restrictions hindering the con-
struction of such frameworks across the entire model hierar-
chy. Solely focussing on the bulk hygroscopic behaviour of
the atmospheric aerosol, these restrictions include the need
for computational efﬁciency (e.g. Amundson et al., 2006;
Metzger et al., 2002), lack of appropriate laboratory data
(e.g. Clegg et al., 2001; Marcolli et al., 2004; Peng et al.,
2001) and even difﬁculty in constructing “complete” theo-
retical frameworks (e.g. Clegg and Seinfeld, 2006; Clegg et
al., 2001). The equilibrium behaviour of aqueous systems is
treated in the same manner whether making predictions of
warm cloud activation or growth in the sub-saturated humid
regime. Neglecting the inﬂuence of any solid-air interface,
the equilibrium relationship for water is given as Eq. (1):
RH
100%
= aw exp

2νwσws
RTrdrop

(1)
where awis the water activity, νw the partial molar volume of
water (m3 mol−1), σws the solution surface tension (Nm−1) ,
R the universal gas constant (8.314JK−1 mol−1), T the tem-
perature (K) and rdrop the radius of the droplet (m). Whilst
the formulation, known as the “primitive” Kohler equation
(see McFiggans et al., 2006), appears relatively simple, cap-
turing the composition dependence of the relevant parame-
ters is frequently hindered by the complexity of the organic
fraction. Similarly there is difﬁculty when attempting to cou-
ple this with inorganic compounds. The challenges encoun-
tered in modelling the solute effect (aw) have been reviewed
in the literature to varying extents (e.g. Clegg et al., 2001;
Ming and Russell, 2002; Topping et al., 2005b). However,
the complexities involved with calculating the Kelvin ef-
fect (exponential term) have received less attention, although
the composition dependence and potential importance of this
term has been highlighted by both theoretical (e.g. Feingold,
2003; McFiggans et al., 2006; Rissman et al., 2004) and ref-
erences therein) and analytical studies alike (Shulman et al.,
1996; Sorjamaa et al., 2004; Kiss et al., 2005).
The Raoult effect, encompassed in the water activity aw
in Eq. (1), describes the inﬂuence of the solute on the equi-
librium vapour pressure above solution, the solution becom-
ing more ideal as the droplet approaches activation. The
Kelvin equation, given by the exponential term, tells us that
the vapour pressure over a curved interface always exceeds
that of the same substance over a ﬂat surface. Thus the ef-
fect of the liquid/gas interface is captured in the surface ten-
sion and curvature term in Eq. (1). Whilst other composition
dependent parameters exist in the exponential term, a pri-
mary requirement when incorporating the Kelvin effect into
an aerosol model is a method for calculating the surface ten-
sion. This must be related to the aerosol composition in a
predictive framework. For single component aerosols one
can simply use empirical data; yet in mixed solutions, a prob-
lem analogous to that encountered in dealing with activities
arises. Since the atmospheric aerosol is a complex mixture
of inorganic and organic compounds, an appropriate formal-
ism for calculating multi-component surface tension must be
used. Similarly, composition dependent variability in ambi-
ent samples is likely to depend on sampling location and the
history of the aerosol.
Kiss et al. (2005) discuss the relative merits of the two
main approaches that have been used to represent the organic
fraction of the atmospheric aerosol. The ﬁrst involves cal-
culations with input data obtained from experiments using
model compounds, the second relating to the use of calcula-
tions deduced from real ambient samples without an “exact”
knowledge of the organic composition. In either case, val-
idation of the use of ‘model compounds’ or analysing the
breadth of surface tension variability not captured in selected
ambient measurements requires the use of robust surface ten-
sion models. Previously reported models rely on parameters
estimated from laboratory measurements. It is necessary to
investigate whether it is possible to make use of such ap-
proaches to build a predictive framework for atmospheric ap-
plications.
There have been previous attempts to model the sur-
face tension of mixed systems using representative species.
Tuckermann and Cammenga (2004) measured the sur-
face tensions of aqueous solutions of levoglucosan, 3-
hydroxybutanoic acid, 3-hydroxybenzoic acid, azelaic acid,
pinonic acid and humic acid. Using different relative con-
tributions from the above components, one for a mixture
composition suggested to be representative of atmospheric
water soluble organic carbon (WSOC) as given by Fuzzi et
al. (2001), the authors found that a simple linear combination
of the surface tension reduction by the single model com-
pounds could reproduce the mixture behaviour very well.
However, comparison of such results with data for real cloud
and fog water, as provided by Facchini et al. (2000), showed
that the surface tension of the representative mixture did not
reproduce the larger surface tension depression from the am-
bient samples. As pointed out by Tuckermann and Cam-
menga (2004), it may be that the ambient aerosols contained
species not detected in the analysis of the WSOC. Seidl
(2000) suggested the inﬂuence of insoluble surfactants such
as stearic acid which may form a ﬁlm at the air-solution in-
terface, thus further reducing the surface tension. On the
other hand the reductions in surface tension induced by or-
ganic compounds strongly depend on the pH-values and on
the concentrations of inorganic compounds in the aqueous
solutions (Tuckermann and Cammenga, 2004). Tuckermann
and Cammenga (2004) used humic acid rather than the sug-
gested proxy for humic like material: Suwannee river ful-
vic acid. This may introduce further inconsistencies since
Brooks et al. (2004) found that the water uptake behaviour of
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humic like material varies with the type, source, and isolation
method. Henning et al. (2005) measured the surface tensions
of mixtures including sodium chloride, adipic acid and suc-
cinic acid at concentrations encountered around the critical
saturation ratio. Here the authors modiﬁed the Szyskowski-
Langmuir equation presented by Facchini et al. (2000) to
make it applicable to mixtures and found good agreement.
In this study an analysis of more complex mixtures is
made using individually suggested atmospherically relevant
species. By combining a variety of modelling approaches
found in the literature and new experimental data the aim is
to further improve our understanding on the ability to capture
the variation in surface tension with composition. Firstly, bi-
nary and ternary organic and mixed inorganic/organic sys-
tems are analysed. Following this, analysis of higher order
multi-component organic and mixed inorganic/organic sys-
tems is made using existing and extended modelling frame-
works developed in this body of work. All systems studied
and the relative compositions are given in Table 1a and 1b,
the experimental setup and reasoning behind choice of com-
pounds discussed in the following section.
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2 Experimental
2.1 Preparation of binary and multicomponent systems
Binary organic systems were prepared by dissolving a quan-
tity of the pure compound in milliQ water providing a max-
imum concentration which is 1.2 to 2 times lower than that
of the saturated solution. In the case of levoglucosan, for
which no solubility data are available, a maximum concen-
tration of 28% w/w was studied. Diluted solutions were pre-
pared for each standard in order to measure the surface ten-
sion over four orders of magnitude of bulk concentration.
The organic binary systems as presented in Table 1a were
chosen among the most common ones considered relevant
for modelling the atmospheric aerosol hygroscopic proper-
ties and CCN ability (e.g. Hori et al., 2003; Chan et al.,
2005). Such systems include a polyol (levoglucosan) which
is a major product of biomass burning, and pinonic acid
which is an aliphatic oxo-carboxylic acid of biogenic ori-
gin. The other low-molecular weight carboxylic acids in-
cludeC2-C6diacidsfromthosemostcommonlyproducedby
anthropogenic or biogenic sources, spanning a wide range of
water solubilities and with different hydrophobic characters.
A very soluble C6 tricarboxylic acid, namely citric acid, and
a slightly soluble polycarboxylic acid, the Suwannee River
fulvic acid, were also considered. The latter is so far the
best surrogate for the complex humic-like substances which
are ubiquitous component of the organic aerosols (Fuzzi et
al., 2001; Alfarra et al., 2006). Pinonic acid is the well-
known product of terpene oxidation, which is why it was
also included in our experiments and other studies (e.g. Shul-
man et al., 1996). Ammonium sulphate and NaCl are rep-
resentative components in continental and marine aerosol,
respectively. The ability of models chosen in this study
to reproduce the behaviour of such systems is discussed in
Sect. 4.1. Moving on from binary systems, ternary systems
comprising one inorganic and one organic solute were stud-
ied. These solutions comprised (NH4)2SO4:Pinonic acid,
(NH4)2SO4:Succinic acid and NaCl:Oxalic acid at mass ra-
tios of 50:50, 50:50 and 55:45 respectively as presented in
Table 1b. Organic compounds account for a signiﬁcant part
(half or even more) of the aerosol mass in various environ-
ments but the surface tension effect may also be inﬂuenced
by inorganic salts when present in relatively high concen-
tration so it is important to analyse the combined effect for
ternary and higher order systems. With regards to the multi-
component systems, a mixed system consisting of only or-
ganic compounds was studied separately (Table 1b). The
mixed system (“Multi 1”) includes three organic compounds,
namely levoglucosan, succinic acid and fulvic acid, selected
to represent chemical classes which are commonly found in
the water-soluble fraction of the aerosol, i.e., polyhydroxy-
lated compounds, low-molecular weight aliphatic carboxylic
acids, and humic-like substances (Svenningsson et al., 2006).
Similarly, three mixed inorganic/organic systems were stud-
ied as presented in Table 1b. The mixed systems include
the three organic compounds of “Multi 1”, plus a variable
amount of inorganic ionic material, ranging from 30 to 78%
of the total solute mass. The inorganic salts are selected from
the most common and well-known inorganic constituents of
atmospheric aerosol particles: ammonium sulfate (for all
three mixed systems), ammonium nitrate (in “Multi 3”) and
sodium chloride (in “Multi 4”) (Svenningsson et al., 2006).
The ability of models chosen in this study to reproduce the
behaviour of such systems is discussed in Sects. 4.3 and 4.4.
The maximum solute concentration of the multi-component
systems was such that the concentrations of the least soluble
compounds (succinic acid and fulvic acid) were just below
their solubility limits. Again, diluted solutions were prepared
in order to be able to measure the surface tension over three
to four orders of magnitude of solute concentrations.
2.2 Surface tension measurements
Axisymmetric drop analysis (ADSA) was used to determine
surface tension on a drop of sample (Loglio et al., 2001). The
method allows surface tension measurement of an aqueous
sample on the basis of the drop geometry, and for concen-
trated solutions the density of the liquid. ADSA was per-
formed at the Institute of Atmospheric Science and Climate
(ISAC) by a SINTECH (Berlin, Germany) PAT1 tensiome-
ter. The instruments consists of: 1) a dosing system with
a Hamilton syringe connected to the capillary to form a pen-
dent drop, 2) a video camera with a lens, and 3) a frame grab-
ber to transfer the image to a computer. Drops of 11–15mm3
were formed at the edge of a capillary of 2 mm external di-
ameter. The volume was held constant for 30min after drop
formation to allow surface tension to equilibrate. An analo-
gous experimental apparatus was deployed by the Air Chem-
istrygroupoftheHungarianAcademyofScience, University
of Pannonia, providing the surface tension data for additional
binary organic systems (Table 1a). In this instance however a
FTA 125 (First Ten Angstroms, USA) tensiometer was used.
3 Modelling
In the following section a variety of modelling ap-
proaches applicable to both inorganic/organic and mixed in-
organic/organic systems are discussed.
3.1 Inorganic systems
Inorganic systems appear to be relatively well understood
and as such are only brieﬂy discussed here. For multi-
component systems, three groups of calculation have been
presented in the literature (Hu and Lee, 2004). These include
simple additive methods and conventional methods based on
the Gibbs adsorption equation and are brieﬂy discussed by
Topping et al. (2005a). A common approach consists com-
bining thermodynamic relations together with an adsorption
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model, thus accounting for transfer of material between the
bulk and a surface phase, altering molecular forces and the
subsequent surface tension. With regards to the latter con-
sideration, in the model presented by Li and Lu (2001), the
authors combined the Gibbs dividing surface, the Langmuir
adsorption equation and an appropriate model for calculat-
ing activity coefﬁcients in mixed solutions to arrive at two
different schemes. Brieﬂy, the Gibbs dividing surface is a ge-
ometrical surface used to deﬁne the volumes of the bulk and
surface phases. The Langmuir adsorption isotherm is a rela-
tionship which describes the number of adsorbed molecules
onasurfacetotheconcentrationabovethatsurface. Formore
information on this model the reader is referred to Seinfeld
and Pandis (1998). The basic scheme for binary systems, de-
rived and discussed in more detail in Sect. 3.2.1, is given as
Eq. (2):
σws = σw + RT0wo
i ln

1
1 + Kiai

(2)
Whereσws isthesurfacetensionofthemixture, σw isthesur-
facetensionofpurewater, 0wo
i isthesaturatedsurfaceexcess
of solute “i” (molm−2 tabulated), ki the adsorption equilib-
rium constant for solute “i” (dimensionless – tabulated) and
ai the activity of component “i” (dimensionless). The reader
is reminded that activity represents an “effective” concentra-
tion which relies on calculations of activity coefﬁcients. Ac-
tivity coefﬁcients are related to the molecular forces taking
place in a solution. The thermodynamics of a solution mix-
ture however depend on the intermolecular forces that oper-
ate between molecules that are dependent on the nature of
the solvent(s) and solutes. For more information the reader
is referred to Topping et al. (2005b) and references therein.
As stated by Li and Lu (2001), the quantity 0wo
i is deﬁned as
the excess of “i” in a unit cross sectional area of the surface
region over the moles which would be present in the bulk liq-
uid phase containing the same number of moles of water as
does the section of surface region. The superscript w indi-
cates that the dividing surface is chosen so that 0w=0. For
more in-depth discussions on the dividing surface the reader
is referred to sources in the literature (e.g. Sorjamaa et al.,
2004). The authors claim the model is able to represent sur-
face tensions for inorganic systems up to concentrations of
36M where an average absolute percentage deviation from
experimental data for 45 single solutes of 0.47 was reported.
In addition, it was used to predict surface tensions of 11 bi-
nary and ﬁve ternary mixtures with an average absolute per-
centage deviation from experimental data of 1.69.
The two models presented by Li and Lu (2001) for mixed
electrolyte solutions, which are discussed more in Sect. 3.3
have slightly different derivations. The ﬁrst is based on the
assumption that there is no interaction or competing adsorp-
tion between electrolytes at the interface. In other words, it
assumes that the relationship deﬁning the surface excess used
in a binary system still holds in a mixture. The second model
assumes that it may be preferable to consider competing ad-
sorption between the electrolytes at the interface at higher
concentrations. This seems to be important for systems with
a free acid and its salt (Li and Lu, 2001). For all inorganic
contributionstothesurfacetensionofthemixture, thismodel
is employed here.
3.2 Organics
Introducing organic compounds into the modelling frame-
work is more complex. Whilst an in-depth discussion on the
adsorption characteristics of different surfactants, and their
atmospheric relevance, is beyond the scope of this study (e.g.
Facchini et al., 2000; Seidl, 2000), it is well known that some
organic compounds are surface active and their presence in
solution can signiﬁcantly affect the surface tension of cloud
droplets (Facchini et al., 2000; Shulman et al., 1996; Tucker-
mann and Cammenga, 2004). Whereas for non-aqueous so-
lutions the mixture surface tension in some cases can be ap-
proximated by a linear dependence, aqueous systems show
pronounced non-linear characteristics. This is typical of
organic-aqueous systems, in which small concentrations of
the organic material may signiﬁcantly affect the mixture sur-
face tension (Poling, 2000). Here the hydrocarbon portion of
the molecule behaves like a hydrophobic material and tends
to be rejected from the water phase by preferentially concen-
trating on the surface (Poling, 2000). In such a case, the bulk
concentration can be very different from the surface concen-
tration.
3.2.1 Binary organic systems
Binary aqueous solutions listed in Table 1a were studied in
the laboratory (see Sect. 2). Generally in order to use mix-
ture rules to model multi-component systems one often relies
upon the use of binary information to describe the behaviour
of a mixture. It is unclear in the literature which predictive
models, if any, are appropriate for atmospheric studies. A
brief introduction and review of binary methods is given by
Poling (2000). Two models presented by the authors include
the techniques of Tamura et al. (1955) and Sprow and Praus-
nitz (1966a, b). The method of Tamura et al. (1955), which
uses the Macleod-Sugden correlation as a starting point (Pol-
ing, 2000), leads to the relationship given by Eq. (3).
σ
1/4
ws = ψwσ1/4
w + ψiσ
1/4
i (3)
ψi = 1 − ψw (4)
where ψi is the volume fraction of component “i” in the
surface layer, ψw the volume fraction of water in the sur-
face layer, σws is the surface tension of the mixture, σw
that of pure water and σi the surface tension of the pure
organic component “i”. The latter parameter is discussed
in more detail in Sect. 3.2.2, its importance for comparison
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with experimental data discussed in Sect. 4. ψw is given by
Eq. (5).
log10
(ψw)q
(1 − ψw)
= log10

(xwVw)q
xiVi
(xwVw + xiVi)1−q

+44.1
q
T
"
σiV
2/3
i
q
− σwV 2/3
w
#
(5)
where xw is the bulk mole fraction of water, xi the bulk mole
fraction of the organic component, Vw the molar volume of
pure water (m3 kmol−1), Vi the molar volume of the pure or-
ganic component (m3 kmol−1), T the temperature (K) and
q is a constant that depends on the size and type of organic
compound (for fatty acids and alcohols q=the number of car-
bon atoms; for ketones q=one less than the number of car-
bon atoms; for halogen derivatives of fatty acids q=number
of carbon atoms times the ratio of the molar volume of the
halogen derivative to the parent fatty acid). Methods for ob-
taining a value for the bulk molar volume are brieﬂy pre-
sented in Sect. 3.2.2. Tamura et al. (1955) applied the above
model to 14 aqueous systems and found percentage errors of
less than 10% when q<5 and within 20% for q>5.
A thermodynamic based relationship was provided origi-
nally by Sprow and Prausnitz (1966a, b). Using assumptions
of equilibrium between the surface and bulk phase, and the
partial molar surface area of component “i” being the same
as the molar surface area, leads to the relationship given by
Eq. (6). By deﬁnition, the partial molar surface area will be
dependent on composition and may not be equal to the molar
surface area, which is calculated as an effective surface area
as discussed shortly.
σws = σi +
R0T
Ai
ln
xσ
i γ σ
i
xiγi
(i = 1,2....N) (6)
In Eq. (6) σi is the pure component surface tension (dyne
cm−1), R0=8.314×107 dynecm−1/molK, T the tempera-
ture (K), Ai the molar surface area of component “i” in
cm2 mol−1, xi the bulk mole fraction of component “i”, xσ
i
the surface mole fraction of component “i”, γi the activity
coefﬁcient of component “i” in the bulk phase, γ σ
i the ac-
tivity coefﬁcient of component “i” in the surface phase and
“N” is the total number of components. This has already
been employed in the thermodynamic model of Ming and
Russell (2002) and Topping et al. (2005b). Whilst a solution
to Eq. (6) can be found using a bisection approach, Ming and
Russell (2002) use a constant of proportionality between the
bulk and surface phase. Suarez et al. (1989) improved on
previous attempts to utilise the above relationship by using
a more accurate way of calculating the different activity co-
efﬁcients (UNIFAC – Fredenslund et al., 1975). However,
the surface tension calculated in this way is more sensitive
to the choice of “Ai”. Goldsack and White (1983) derived
an equation for “Ai” based on the assumption that molecules
were spherical and that the effective surface area is best rep-
resented by the cross sectional area as given by Eq. (7).
Ai = 1.021 × 108V
6/15
c V
4/15
b (7)
where Vc and Vb are the critical and bulk molar volumes
respectively (cm3 mol−1). The critical molar volume is the
molar volume at the critical point, which represents the point
of termination on a phase equilibrium curve. Equation (7)
is used in this study, a discussion of its validity beyond the
scope of this paper. If the parameters used in Eq. (7) are
not available experimentally then they must be calculated.
In this study values for the bulk molar volume are taken
from no more than two sources and are tabulated in Table 2.
One method is to calculate this value using the molecular
weight and density obtained using the Yens-Wood technique
(www.pirika.com). The second source is the DIPPR project
archive on the Knovel database (www.knovel.com). For the
critical molar volumes again two methods are used. One op-
tion is to employ the third order group contribution technique
of Marrero and Gani (2001), and the other again is to use the
archived DIPPR project database (www.knovel.com). Whilst
Suarez et al. (1989) reported an average error of 3.5% us-
ing the above relationship for Ai for non-aqueous mixtures,
the authors also state that deviations may be 15% or more
for aqueous systems which may be due to orientation effects
giving rise to molar areas which differ signiﬁcantly from
those calculated using (7). Suarez et al. (1989) improved
results considerably when deriving special area parameters
from available experimental data. Unfortunately, such im-
provements may not be available for systems of atmospheric
importance and only a small number of improved parameters
have been reported (see Poling, 2000). If binary data had
to be measured in the laboratory to optimise the parameter
matrix for this method then it would render its predictive ca-
pability redundant. The parameters required for use in the
above two models are given in Table 2.
A further option explored in this study, was the use of
the framework developed by Li and Lu (2001), already dis-
cussed brieﬂy in Sect. 3.1. In an attempt to test the ability
of multi-component mixing rules for analysing mixed inor-
ganic/organic systems, the binary data measured in the lab-
oratory was used to ﬁt parameters for use with the binary
rule of Li and Lu (2001), hereafter referred to as the “LiLu”
method, given by Eq. (2). This provides a model for use at
different concentrations than those used in the binary studies.
It also highlights the ability of the particular model frame-
work to capture the reduction in the solution surface tension.
The LiLu model was based on the following theory. Using
the Butler equation (e.g. see Hu and Lee 2004), for a sin-
gle solute “i”, the reversible change in surface tension at the
surface can be derived as Eq. (8):
− dσws = 0wdµo
w + 0idµo
i (8)
where 0w and 0i are the surface excess of water and the so-
lute “i” respectively and are based on an arbitrary dividing
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Table 2. Critical molar volume (cm3 mol−1), bulk molar volume (cm3 mol−1) and pure component surface tensions (dynecm−1 ) for the
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surface (Li and Lu, 2001). Rewriting in terms of activities,
using the Gibbs dividing surface and choosing 0w=0, Eq. (8)
reduces to Eq. (9):
− dσws = 0w
i RTd ln(ai) (9)
where the superscriptw on 0 indicates that the diving surface
is chosen so that 0w=0. Next an assumption is made that
the solute adsorption on the surface of solution is considered
to be behaving in the same manner as that in the Langmuir
gas – solid adsorption (Li and Lu, 2001). The validity of
this assumption is not analysed here, rather the ability of the
ﬁnalised model to ﬁt to the binary data reviewed. Following
this assumption an expression for 0w
i can be derived as:
0w
i = 0wo
i
Kiai
1 + Kiai
(10)
where0wo
i is the saturatedsurface excessof solute“i”, Ki the
adsorption equilibrium constant and ai the activity of solute
“i”. Substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (9) and integrating leads
to Eq. (11) for the surface tension:
σws = σw + RT0wo
i ln
1
1 + Kiai
(11)
where σw is the surface tension of pure water at the desired
temperature. In this study, activity coefﬁcients were calcu-
lated using the UNIFAC activity coefﬁcient model on a mole
fraction basis. These calculations were made using the re-
vised parameters of Peng et al. (2001). To ﬁt the two param-
eters for this surface tension model the large scale optimi-
sation algorithm of the MATLAB (R) 6.1 (www.mathworks.
com) software package was used. Calculating the jacobian
matrix using a ﬁnite difference technique, the initial start-
ing points were chosen using a random number generator ex-
tracting numbers from a normal distribution over 1000 itera-
tions. The parameters derived from the ﬁtting procedure are
shown in Table 1a along with the range of validity.
3.2.2 Pure component parameters
As shown in previous sections, predictive binary methods are
available which often rely on the use of pure component sur-
face tension data. For most organic liquids, this ranges be-
tween 25 and 40dynecm−1 (Reinhard and Drefahl, 1999).
Unfortunately, for surface tension modelling there is a lack
of such data, some organic components of atmospheric im-
portance being solid at room temperature. As noted by Pol-
ing (2000), essentially all useful estimation techniques for
the surface tension of a liquid are empirical. Critical evalua-
tions of experimental surface tensions for pure compounds
are provided in the literature (e.g. Jasper, 1972; Riddick
et al., 1986). However, again the scope of the datasets is
such that predictive schemes are likely to be required for
species of atmospheric signiﬁcance since they may be solid
at room temperature. In this instance, the pure surface ten-
sions with respect to the super-cooled liquid state must be
calculated (Gaman et al., 2004). In the literature there are
techniques presented which depend on the nature of the or-
ganic compound in question. Poling (2000) reviews some of
these methods for both polar and non-polar molecules. For
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hydrocarbon and polar molecules (Perry and Green, 1997)
the Macleod-Sugden correlation shown in Eq. (12) is often
employed (Poling, 2000):
σ
1/4
O = [P](ρL − ρV) (12)
where σO is the pure component surface tension (mN/m),
[P] is called the Sugden parachor, ρL the pure component
liquid density and ρV the vapour density (kmol/m3). Usu-
ally the vapour density is neglected for systems under low
pressure and one has to calculate the liquid density if exper-
imental data does not exist. This is discussed in more detail
below. Quayle (1953) suggested an additive scheme to cor-
relate [P] with structure using experimental data for surface
tension and density for many compounds. The noted “good
performance” and simplicity have made the above scheme
a very popular method (Escobedo and Mansoori, 1996).
Multi-parametric correlations between σO and physicochem-
ical and molecular properties are provided in the literature
(Reinhard and Drefahl, 1999). However, these seem to be
restricted to alkanes (Needham et al., 1988), hydrocarbons,
halogenated hydrocarbons, alkanols, ethers, ketones and es-
ters (Stanton and Jurs, 1990). It is more common, and con-
siderably easier, to rely on a group contribution approach.
In this study, the parachor is calculated using the Advanced
Chemistry Development Inc. (ACD/Labs) software Chems-
ketch v5.0 (ChemSketch, 2003) by inputting the appropri-
ate structure which can be found in the NIST chemistry web
book (www.nist.gov). Other group contribution techniques
are discussed brieﬂy by Reinhard and Drefahl (1999) and are
not reviewed here.
As an alternative to the Macleod-Sugden correlation,
temperature dependent pure component surface tensions
are recorded in texts such as the Knovel DIPPR Project
801database (www.knovel.com). For example, using this
database, the temperature dependence of the pure component
surface tension for glutaric acid is given as:
σo = 0.078398[1 − Tr](1.105) (13)
where σo is given in (N/m), Tris the reduced temperature
(T/Tc) and Tc is the critical temperature. However, the
minimum temperature at which the ﬁt is valid is given as
370.05K, which is noted as the melting point/triple point. It
is difﬁcult to judge how valid Eq. (13) is at lower temper-
atures. Indeed, at 298.15K, using the critical temperature
of 807K, the above formulation gives a surface tension of
0.0471Nm−1. However, use of ACDlabs Chemsketch 5.0,
another direct alternative for calculating σo, gives a value of
0.0561Nm−1, a difference of 19%.
Escobedo and Mansoori (1996) noted various shortcom-
ings associated with the use of Eq. (12). These include the
fact that the parachor [P] is actually a temperature-dependent
parameter whose functional form with temperature is not
known. However, results appear to be species speciﬁc since
it has been noted to work very well for many substances and
over a wide range of temperature (Escobedo and Mansoori,
1996). The other shortcomings were related to the empiri-
cal nature of the parachor, thus creating difﬁculty in deriving
a more accurate expression for it, and the fact that the de-
viation between measured surface tension and that predicted
increases as the complexity of the molecular structure of the
ﬂuid under consideration increases (Escobedo and Mansoori,
1996).
If one obtains a value for the parachor independently then
in addition one may need to calculate the liquid density.
Again, since some organics of atmospheric interest may
be solid at room temperatures then this requires the use
of predictive techniques. Following Gaman et al. (2004)
the pure sub-cooled acid densities can be calculated as
a function of temperature using the Yens-Wood method
(www.pirika.com). The calculated pure surface tension
is very sensitive to the value of the liquid density used.
For example, the ACDlabs Chemsketch 5.0 and the
Yens-Wood technique give density values of 1.408 and
1.266gcm−3 for Succinic acid respectively. Similarly
for Glutaric acid, the values are 1.32 and 1.20gcm−3
respectively. Whilst they differ by around 10% this
translates to a difference in the pure surface tension of
21.4 and 17.2dynecm−1 for succinic and glutaric acid
respectively (Yens-Wood σO,glutaric=38.8dynecm−1,
σO,succinic=40.1dynecm−1; ACDLabs
σO,glutaric=56.1dynecm−1, σO,succinic=61.6dynecm−1).
A larger difference was found for oxalic acid where the
ACDlabs calculation leads to a surface tension greater than
that of pure water. The Yens-Wood method however leads
to a value of around 56.1dynecm−1. In the following body
of text, the sensitivity to the choice of σO is explored on
comparison with binary data. The range of values found for
compounds analysed in this study are given in Table 2.
3.3 Multi-component modelling techniques
It is now pertinent to analyse ways of predicting the surface
tension for multi-component systems. These include mixed
organic and mixed inorganic/organic systems. Before com-
parisons with experimental data are made, a review of the
models and combinations thereof are given. Table 4 lists all
combinations used. The simplest approach is to add the con-
tributions from either separate compounds or the inorganic
and organic fractions. In this study, when comparing with
mixed inorganic/organic systems, the ability of a simple ad-
ditive approach is analysed. More speciﬁcally, the deviations
from the surface tension of pure water calculated by separate
inorganic and organic schemes are simply added:
σws = σw + 1σorg + 1σinorg (14)
where 1σorg and 1σinorg are the deviations from the surface
tension of pure water caused by the organic and inorganic
components respectively. However there are other options
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for coupling the organic and inorganic components based on
models provided in the literature.
The techniques for multi-component inorganic mixtures
were discussed brieﬂy in Sect. 3.1. For all multi-component
inorganic calculations, the model of Li and Lu (2001) is
employed. Theoretically this framework can be applied to
mixed organic and mixed inorganic/organic systems pro-
vided the appropriate parameters are available. Such pa-
rameters have already been derived and are discussed in
Sect. 3.2.1. However, for multi-component systems, Li and
Lu (2001) proposed two methods. The ﬁrst method was to
propose that the adsorption behaviour of solute “i” still fol-
lowed the Langmuir gas-solid adsorption model, applied pre-
viously, in a mixed solution. Thus it assumes that there is no
interaction, norcompetingadsorption, fromtheothersolutes.
In other words, it assumes that the relationship deﬁning the
surface excess used in a binary system still holds in a mix-
ture. Combining with the Gibbs dividing surface represented
by 0w=0 this gives Eq. (15):
σws = σw + RT
K X
i=1
0wo
i ln

1
1 + Kiai

(15)
However, the authors also note how it may be possible to
consider the interactions in the interface at higher concentra-
tions. By assuming the adsorption rate of a specie “i” in the
mixed layer is equal to the de-sorption rate leads to a new
deﬁnition for the saturated surface excess. This yields an-
other expression for the mixed solution surface tension:
σws = σw + RT
K X
i=1
0wo
i ln


1 −
Kiai
1 +
P
j
Kjaj


 (16)
There are various options for calculating activities of the so-
lutes. One option is to assume semi ideality, using the total
water content to derive appropriate concentrations for each
binary system. Semi ideality assumes that there is no inter-
action between solutes in a mixture, only that between each
solute and the solvent. For example, when calculating water
contents one would simply add the water from each binary
system. For calculating activity coefﬁcients one would as-
sume that each compound is present on its own at the con-
centration deﬁned using the total water content. If one as-
sumes ideality then the activity of each compound is simply
represented by its concentration in the mixture and using ac-
tivity coefﬁcients of unity. Another option is to explicitly
calculate the activities for the mixed fraction, be it inorganic
or organic. Of course, a generic method for coupling the
inorganic and organic fractions, thus treating the inﬂuence
of inorganic-organic interactions, is currently not possible
(Clegg and Seinfeld, 2006; Clegg et al., 2001) so only the
effect of the inorganic ions is taken into account when cal-
culating inorganic activities and vice versa for the organic
fraction. The different combinations employed on compar-
ison with experimental data are clearly identiﬁed in Sect. 4
onward.
Now attention is given solely to mixed organic systems.
Mixing rules are used to calculate various properties, such
as water content and solution density. They can nominally
be distinguished from other techniques, such as full predic-
tive frameworks, as they employ, in one way or another,
data from binary mixtures to describe the properties of multi-
component systems. As discussed by Fainerman and Miller
(2001), most authors have proposed procedures or models
to predict the adsorption behaviour for a surfactant mixture
from the known surface characteristics of the single com-
pound. This naturally requires detailed experimental studies
of surface tensions of individual solutions, and often, addi-
tional parameters that account for the mutual inﬂuence of
solutes. This imposes certain restrictions on the capability
of such approaches (Fainerman et al., 2001). Whilst theo-
retical predictive frameworks exist, the ability to capture the
varying surface tension is hindered by a neglect of impor-
tant processes or parameters which can deﬁne the behaviour
of a mixed surfactant system (Fainerman et al., 2001). Fol-
lowing this, Fainerman et al. (2002) derived a general but
simple approximate expression for the surface tension of a
surfactant mixture that allows estimation of the characteris-
tics of a mixed solution, without any detailed analysis of the
behaviour of the individual solutions and/or any account for
speciﬁc interactions between the mixed species. It has been
shown that it is possible to predict the surface tension of a
mixed solution of two (or even “n”) surfactants of different
natures from the surface tensions for the individual solutions
using this scheme. This is discussed in more detail as fol-
lows.
Equations of state for surface layers, adsorption isotherms
and surface tension isotherms can be derived by equating the
expressions for the chemical potentials at the surface and
those in the solution bulk. Fainerman et al. (2002) derived
generalised expressions from which many known isotherms
for non-ionic surfactants can be obtained. For example, by
employing a surface layer model in which the molar surface
area of the solvent is equal to that of the solute, and assum-
ing that the surface and bulk phase is ideal, then one can
derive the von Szyskowski equation and Langmuir isotherm
(Fainerman et al., 2002). Modiﬁcations of the generalised
expressions resulted in frameworks that were designed for
speciﬁc systems. For example, variations resulted from using
regular solution theory to account for terms representing in-
termolecular interactions and employing different represen-
tations of the molar surface areas. However, Fainerman and
Miller (2001) note that applications of such complex equa-
tions would require adsorption characteristics of individual
surfactant solutions. Also, since coupling of intermolecu-
lar interactions is uncertain, these formulations could not be
trusted to ensure a correct description for any surfactant mix-
ture. Thus, an approximate approach was developed. Con-
sidering an ideal mixture of homologues, the “generalised”
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Szyskowski equation was derived. This was then further gen-
eralised to a system of n components to give the following
equation of state, hereafter referred to as the FM mixing rule:
expQ
sol
=
n X
i=1
expQ
i
+ 1 − n (17)
where
Q
sol
=
Q
sol ω
RT
(18)
and
Q
i
=
Q
i ω
RT
(19)
where ω is the average molar surface area of the solution, Q
sol and
Q
i are the surface pressures of the solution and
solute given by:
Y
sol
= σws − σsol (20)
Y
i
= σi
ws − σsol (21)
where σws is the surface tension of the solution, σsol the sur-
face tension of the solvent and σi
ws the surface tension of the
binary system “i”. If the partial molar areas of the compo-
nents are different then the average value for the mixture can
be calculated from Eq. (22) (Fainerman et al., 2002):
ω =
P
i
ωi
Q
i
P
i
Q
i
(22)
where ωi is the molar area of component “i”. The model
is very general, as it gives a tool how to merge the proper-
ties of different compounds into the interfacial behaviour of
the mixture. In the above framework, for each component
a different model can be advantageous. To import this par-
ticular behaviour into the behaviour of the mixture you only
need to calculate the dimensionless surface pressure at the
given conditions (Reinhard Miller private communication1).
Fainermanetal.(2001)comparedtheaboveformulationwith
experimentaldataandfoundittobevalidforseveraldifferent
surfactant systems, even those containing components with
large differences in molar surface areas and other adsorption
parameters. Fainerman et al. (2001) state this validity is as-
cribed to the fact that many particular features of adsorption
process in mixed components (surface layer non-ideality, ca-
pability to reorient at the surface layer etc.) are accounted for
‘automatically’ because the surface tensions of the individual
solutions are used. It does not however take into account the
speciﬁc interaction between the mixed molecules and it is of
1Dr. habil. Reinhard Miller, Max-Planck-Institut fuer Kolloid-
und Grenzﬂaechenforschung, 24 May 2006
course an approximation. However, its simplicity and ease
of use makes it useful for estimating behaviour for many sys-
tems, its applicability for atmospheric compounds analysed
here. In this study, parameters derived from ﬁtting to binary
data are used with Eq. (2) for representing the binary systems
at varying concentrations as discussed in Sect. 3.2.2.
Interestingly, when Eq. (2) is used to describe the surface
tension of binary systems in the FM mixing rule then predic-
tions for multicomponent organic aqueous systems are iden-
tical to the “full” LiLu thermodynamic model. Note that the
“full” LiLu model refers to the LiLu model framework appli-
cable to multicomponent systems (Eq. 15). This is discussed
more in Sect. 4 To explain this similarity, consider the fol-
lowing discussion. For a ternary system, the FM mixing rule
reduces to:
expQ = expQ
1
+ expQ
2
− 1 (23)
Substituting Eqs. (18) and (19) into Eq. (23) and taking the
logarithm on the resulting expression, this further simpliﬁes
to:
Q
ωws
RT
=
Q
1 ω1
RT
+
Q
2 ω2
RT
(24)
Now replacing the individual molar surface areas with the
average value calculated using Eq. (22) and introducing the
relevant surface tensions gives:
(σsol − σws)ω
RT
=
(σsol − σ1
ws)ω
RT
+
(σsol − σ2
ws)ω
RT
(25)
σwsω
RT
=
σ1
wsω
RT
+
σ2
wsω
RT
−
σsolω
RT
(26)
Inserting Eq. (13) to represent the binary surface tension:
σwsω
RT
=

σsol + RT00
1 ln

1
1 + K1a1

ω
RT
+

σsol + RT00
2 ln

1
1 + K2a2

ω
RT
−
σsolω
RT
(27)
σwsω
RT
=
σsolω
RT
+ RT00
1 ln

1
1 + K1a1

ω
RT
+RT00
2 ln

1
1 + K2a2

ω
RT
(28)
σwsω
RT
=
σsolω
RT
+ RT
 ω
RT
X
i
00
i ln

1
1 + Kiai

(29)
Rewriting the surface tension of the solvent to be that of pure
water:
σws = σw + RT
X
i
00
i ln

1
1 + Kiai

(30)
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Table 3a. Average percentage deviations on comparing model results with experimental data for malonic, maleic and malic acid using two
predictive binary techniques (Tamura/Suarez – described in the text) and one model ﬁt to the data (LiLu – described in the text).
  36 
Compound Method Critical molar volume Critical molar volume
Pure surface tension Molar volume Pure surface tension Molar volume
Malonic  Tamura -5.33493 3.26697
-5.39736 3.25998
Suarez -11.54604 2.94448 -11.59636 2.94337
-11.39952 2.94786 -11.44910 2.94669
Li Lu 0.58598
Maleic Tamura -12.94082 7.13242
-12.86403 7.16293
Suarez -18.00043 6.03262 -17.69713 6.06185
-18.11020 6.02213 -17.80671 6.05196
Li Lu 1.12817
Malic Tamura -19.48800 0.21696
-19.26902 0.47947
Suarez -24.38447 -3.40424 -24.46930 -3.41541
-24.69813 -3.44535 -24.78330 -3.45643
Li Lu 0.04723
2 s 1 s 2 s 1 s
pure s pure s
1 V 1 V
1 V 1 V
2 V
2 V
2 V
2 V
V V
1 c V
1 V
1 V
2 V
2 V
1 V
1 V
2 V
2 V
1 V
1 V
2 V
2 V
1 V
1 V
2 V
2 V
2 c V
 
 
Table 3a) – Average percentage deviations on comparing model results with experimental data for malonic, 
maleic and malic acid using two predictive binary techniques (Tamura/Suarez – described in the text) and one 
model fit to the data (LiLu – described in the text). 
 
Table 3b. Average percentage deviations on comparing model results with experimental data for glutaric, citric and pinonic acid using two
predictive binary techniques (Tamura/Suarez – described in the text) and one model ﬁt to the data (LiLu – described in the text).
  37 
Compound Method Critical molar volume Critical molar volume
Pure surface tension Molar volume Pure surface tension Molar volume
Glutaric Tamura -12.25911 2.42443 -12.25911 2.42443
-12.28212 2.40479 -12.28212 2.40479
Suarez -14.74051 1.06126 -14.67185 1.08246
-14.71012 1.07066 -14.64150 1.09182
Li Lu 0.64695
Citric Tamura -0.63722 -0.39153 -0.63722 -0.39153
-0.44750 0.24390 -0.44750 0.24390
Suarez -0.62068 -0.52901
-0.68793 -0.59480
Li Lu -0.39365
Pinonic Tamura -19.77190 -14.58075
Suarez -26.50751 -20.55940
Li Lu -0.05814
1 V
1 V
2 V
2 V
1 V
1 V
2 V
2 V
1 V
1 V
2 V
2 V
1 V
1 V
2 V
2 V
1 V
1 V
2 s 1 s 2 s 1 s
pure s pure s V V
1 c V 2 c V
2 s 1 s 2 s 1 s
pure s pure s V V
 
 
Table 3b) – Average percentage deviations on comparing model results with experimental data for glutaric, 
citric and pinonic acid using two predictive binary techniques (Tamura/Suarez – described in the text) and one 
model fit to the data (LiLu – described in the text). 
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Table 3c. Average percentage deviations on comparing model results with experimental data for oxalic, succinic and adipic acid using two
predictive binary techniques (Tamura/Suarez – described in the text) and one model ﬁt to the data (LiLu – described in the text).
  38 
Compound Method Critical molar volume Critical molar volume
Pure surface tension Molar volume Pure surface tension Molar volume
Oxalic Tamura -0.85234 1.17606 -0.85234 1.17606
-0.84549 1.17760 -0.84549 1.17760
Suarez -8.68333 -0.36012 -8.79960 -0.37031
-8.70870 -0.36215 -8.82524 -0.37259
Li Lu 0.82081
Succinic Tamura -6.22740 0.51426 -6.22740 0.51426
-6.10191 0.56484 -6.10191 0.56484
Suarez -9.71645 -0.22524 -9.82338 -0.24050
-9.88171 -0.24956 -9.98978 -0.26485
Li Lu 0.53459
Adipic Tamura -10.38570 -1.63792 -10.38570 -1.63792
-11.01996 -2.18231 -11.01996 -2.18231
Suarez -10.15484 -0.55326 -9.68556 -0.35735
-9.54974 -0.30145 -9.08567 -0.11297
Li Lu -0.01682
1 V
1 V
2 V
2 V
1 V
1 V
2 V
2 V
1 V
1 V
2 V
2 V
1 V
1 V
2 V
2 V
1 V
1 V
2 V
2 V
1 V
1 V
2 V
2 V
2 s 1 s 2 s 1 s
pure s pure s V V
1 c V 2 c V
2 s 1 s 2 s 1 s
pure s pure s V V
1 c V 2 c V
 
 
Table 3c) - Average percentage deviations on comparing model results with experimental data for oxalic, 
succinic and adipic acid using two predictive binary techniques (Tamura/Suarez – described in the text) and one 
model fit to the data (LiLu – described in the text). 
 
Compound Method Critical molar volume
Pure surface tension Molar volume
Levoglucosan Tamura -48.66224
Suarez -47.85532
Li Lu -0.314542
Fulvic Tamura -82.1311 -12.94216
Suarez -80.21784
Li Lu 0.191486
1 V
1 V
2 s 1 s
pure s V
1 c V
1 V
1 V
2 s
pure s V
2 s
pure s V
 
 
Table 3d. Average percentage deviations on comparing model results with experimental data for levoglucosan and Suwannee river fulvic
acid using two predictive binary techniques (Tamura/Suarez – described in the text) and one model ﬁt to the data (LiLu – described in the
text).
  38 
Compound Method Critical molar volume Critical molar volume
Pure surface tension Molar volume Pure surface tension Molar volume
Oxalic Tamura -0.85234 1.17606 -0.85234 1.17606
-0.84549 1.17760 -0.84549 1.17760
Suarez -8.68333 -0.36012 -8.79960 -0.37031
-8.70870 -0.36215 -8.82524 -0.37259
Li Lu 0.82081
Succinic Tamura -6.22740 0.51426 -6.22740 0.51426
-6.10191 0.56484 -6.10191 0.56484
Suarez -9.71645 -0.22524 -9.82338 -0.24050
-9.88171 -0.24956 -9.98978 -0.26485
Li Lu 0.53459
Adipic Tamura -10.38570 -1.63792 -10.38570 -1.63792
-11.01996 -2.18231 -11.01996 -2.18231
Suarez -10.15484 -0.55326 -9.68556 -0.35735
-9.54974 -0.30145 -9.08567 -0.11297
Li Lu -0.01682
1 V
1 V
2 V
2 V
1 V
1 V
2 V
2 V
1 V
1 V
2 V
2 V
1 V
1 V
2 V
2 V
1 V
1 V
2 V
2 V
1 V
1 V
2 V
2 V
2 s 1 s 2 s 1 s
pure s pure s V V
1 c V 2 c V
2 s 1 s 2 s 1 s
pure s pure s V V
1 c V 2 c V
 
 
Table 3c) - Average percentage deviations on comparing model results with experimental data for oxalic, 
succinic and adipic acid using two predictive binary techniques (Tamura/Suarez – described in the text) and one 
model fit to the data (LiLu – described in the text). 
 
Compound Method Critical molar volume
Pure surface tension Molar volume
Levoglucosan Tamura -48.66224
Suarez -47.85532
Li Lu -0.314542
Fulvic Tamura -82.1311 -12.94216
Suarez -80.21784
Li Lu 0.191486
1 V
1 V
2 s 1 s
pure s V
1 c V
1 V
1 V
2 s
pure s V
2 s
pure s V
 
 
This is identical to Eq. (15). However, this is not to be con-
fused with the ﬂexibility of the FM approach which can em-
ploy any surface tension model to describe the binary sys-
tem. Whether other binary models are required than the one
employed here for compounds of atmospheric interest would
form an interesting focus for future studies. To arrive back at
Eq. (23) from Eq. (30) would require the same assumptions
regarding the adsorption isotherms and molar surface areas.
4 Results and discussion
In the following section the applicability of the models dis-
cussed are analysed for binary, ternary and multi-component
mixtures studied in the laboratory (see Sect. 2).
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Figure 1.a – Measured surface tension for Malonic, Maleic, Malic and Glutaric acid, (‘Exp data’), versus 
predictions from the Tamura mixing rule ‘Tamura’ and Suarez thermodynamic method ‘Suarez’.  Also shown 
are predictions from the LiLu thermodynamic model fit to the binary data (‘Li Lu’).  All models are described in 
the text.  Two sets of data represented by the same markers result from essentially two choices of pure 
component surface tensions within the predictive models 
 
 
Fig. 1a. Measured surface tension for Malonic, Maleic, Malic and Glutaric acid, (“Exp data”), versus predictions from the Tamura mixing
rule “Tamura” and Suarez thermodynamic method “Suarez”. Also shown are predictions from the LiLu thermodynamic model ﬁt to the
binary data (“LiLu”). All models are described in the text. Two sets of data represented by the same markers result from essentially two
choices of pure component surface tensions within the predictive models.
4.1 Binary organic systems
The measured binary data is shown in Figs. 1a–c. The abil-
ity of the binary methods to reproduce the measured sur-
face tension data is highlighted in the same ﬁgures. For the
two predictive models, labelled as ‘Tamura’ and “Suarez”, a
range of values is given (Eq. (3) and Eq. (6) respectively).
These apparently two distinct bands of values are essentially
caused by two different values for the pure component sur-
face tension, though the other relevant parameters were also
varied. Tables 3a–c also show the average percentage devia-
tion (APD) on comparing the models with experimental data.
Results clearly indicate that the ﬁtted LiLu model can capture
the variability of the measured data very well, producing the
lowest APD for all compounds studied. The performance of
the other models seems to vary with compound and choice
of model parameters. The Suarez thermodynamic model pre-
dictions vary with both choice of critical molar volume and
bulk molar volume, whereas the Tamura mixing rule depends
only on the bulk molar volume. Similarly, both methods vary
with choice of pure component surface tension. Indeed, it is
the latter dependence which can produce largest deviations.
For example, for malic acid the difference in the pure compo-
nent surface tension leads to deviations of −24.4 to −3.40%
for the Suarez method and −19.5 to 0.217% for the Tamura
mixing rule. In comparison, the change caused by use of dif-
ferent values for the molar surface area (bulk and critical mo-
lar volumes) does not seem to produce signiﬁcant difference.
However, generally the two sources for these parameters give
similar values. The pure component surface tension of fulvic
acid is such that for one particular value (102.9dynecm−1)
there is no solution to the Suarez thermodynamic model us-
ing the UNIFAC activity coefﬁcient model. As such, this
technique drastically over-predicts the reduction in surface
tension for the binary fulvic acid/water system by using the
alternativepurecomponentsurfacetensionof5.1dynecm−1.
The above analysis shows that our ability to predict the
surface tension of even binary systems using entirely predic-
tive frameworks is in question. Whilst a model framework
was found to improve predictions considerably by ﬁtting the
appropriate parameters, it is now important to extend this
analysis to multi-component mixtures.
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Figure 1.b – Measured surface tension for Citric, Pinonic, Oxalic and Succinic acid (‘Exp data’), versus 
predictions from the Tamura mixing rule ‘Tamura’ and Suarez thermodynamic method ‘Suarez’.  Also shown 
are predictions from the LiLu thermodynamic model fit to the binary data (‘Li Lu’).  All models are described in 
the text. Two sets of data represented by the same markers result from essentially two choices of pure 
component surface tensions within the predictive models 
 
Fig. 1b. Measured surface tension for Citric, Pinonic, Oxalic and Succinic acid (“Exp data”), versus predictions from the Tamura mixing rule
“Tamura” and Suarez thermodynamic method “Suarez”. Also shown are predictions from the LiLu thermodynamic model ﬁt to the binary
data (“LiLu”). All models are described in the text. Two sets of data represented by the same markers result from essentially two choices of
pure component surface tensions within the predictive models.
4.2 Ternary Inorganic/Organic systems
Three ternary systems (denoted “Tern1”, “Tern2” and
“Tern3”) composed of Pinonic acid:(NH4)2SO4, Succinic
acid:(NH4)2SO4 and Oxalic acid:NaCl at mass ratios of 1:1,
1:1 and 55:45 respectively were studied in the laboratory and
are shown in Figs. 2a–c. Similarly, the APD’s on comparison
of the different models with the experimental data are given
inTable5. Ofthethreesystems, thePinonicacid:(NH4)2SO4
saw the greatest reduction in surface tension. There were
5 model combinations employed here. These consisted of
an additive approach using both the Tamura mixing rule and
Suarez thermodynamic method using the range of values for
the surface tension, bulk and critical molar volume. The re-
maining 3 schemes include an additive approach using the
binary LiLu model and a coupled inorganic/organic approach
using the “full” LiLu model assuming competing adsorption
and no competing adsorption. A coupled inorganic/organic
approach simply refers to the treatment of the effect of the
inorganic and organic solutes on surface tension within the
same theoretical framework. For the calculations of activity
coefﬁcients the total water content was used rather than par-
tition to an organic and inorganic fraction. For the Pinonic
acid:(NH4)2SO4 system the additive scheme using both the
Tamura and Suarez methods under-predict the surface ten-
sion, the Suarez method producing the largest deviation. The
smallest APD is found using the “full” LiLu model which
gives an average value of −4.04%, the deviation increasing
with increasing solute mass fraction. Thus it is likely that
neglect of the mutual inﬂuence both in calculations of non-
ideality and within the actual model framework create these
deviations. For the Succinic acid:(NH4)2SO4 system, the re-
duction in surface tension is not as great. Similarly, the abil-
ityofthemodellingapproachestocapturethisslightvariabil-
ity is somewhat better. However, the variation in the Tamura
and Suarez model predictions are rather large on compari-
son with experimental data due to the variations in the pure
component surface tension used. Despite good agreement
between most model combinations as indicated in Table 5,
the smallest APD of 1.85% is found for an additive approach
using the Suarez method. However, the additive approach us-
ing the LiLu method (ﬁt to binary data) has a similar APD of
2.36%. The ﬁnal system of Oxalic acid:Nacl experiences the
smallest reduction in surface tension, though for rather small
concentrations. In this instance, again there is some variation
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Figure 1.c - Measured surface tension for Adipic, Levoglucosan and Suwanee River Fulvic acid (‘Exp data’), 
versus predictions from the Tamura mixing rule ‘Tamura’ and Suarez thermodynamic method ‘Suarez’.  Also 
shown are predictions from the LiLu thermodynamic model fit to the binary data (‘Li Lu’).  All models are 
described in the text. Two sets of data represented by the same markers result from essentially two choices of 
pure component surface tensions within the predictive models 
 
Fig. 1c. Measured surface tension for Adipic, Levoglucosan and Suwanee River Fulvic acid (“Exp data”), versus predictions from the Tamura
mixing rule “Tamura” and Suarez thermodynamic method “Suarez”. Also shown are predictions from the LiLu thermodynamic model ﬁt to
the binary data (“LiLu”). All models are described in the text. Two sets of data represented by the same markers result from essentially two
choices of pure component surface tensions within the predictive models.
Table 4. Model combinations applicable to mixed organic and mixed inorganic/organic systems. The column “coupled inorganic/organic
method” highlights the method used for coupling the effect of the inorganic and organic fraction on the solution surface tension. The column
“Mixed Organic” highlights approaches used to model the surface tension contribution from the organic fraction. The column “Nonideality”
highlights whether one assumes activity coefﬁcients in both the inorganic and organic fraction to be the same as one would expect in a binary
mixture (semi-ideal) or by a full treatment of solute – solvent interactions (Nonideal). “LiLu version” highlights the form of the LiLu model
used for modelling aqueous multicomponent organic mixtures. “Binary organic representation” highlights the binary method sued within the
Fainerman-Mille mixing rule.
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and Suwannee river fulvic acid using two predictive binary techniques (Tamura/Suarez – described in the text) 
and one model fit to the data (LiLu – described in the text). 
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‘coupled inorganic/organic method’ highlights the method used for coupling the effect of the inorganic and 
organic fraction on the solution surface tension.  The column ‘Mixed Organic’ highlights approaches used to 
model the surface tension contribution from the organic fraction.  The column ‘Nonideality’ highlights whether 
one assumes activity coefficients in both the inorganic and organic fraction to be the same as one would expect 
in a binary mixture (semi-ideal) or by a full treatment of solute –solvent interactions (Nonideal). ‘LiLu version’ 
highlights the form of the LiLu model used for modelling aqueous multicomponent organic mixtures.  ‘Binary 
organic representation’ highlights the binary method sued within the Fainerman-Mille mixing rule.   
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intheTamuraandSuarezadditiveapproaches, thoughthead-
ditive Tamura approach gives the smallest APD of 0.0202%
for one speciﬁc pure component surface tension. In this sys-
tem, the LiLu model predicts a surface tension very close to
that of pure water. It appears that one could model the sur-
face tension of such ternary systems relatively well if one,
by chance, uses the correct value of the pure component sur-
face tension for the Tamura and Suarez models in an addi-
tive approach. Whilst the graphs indicate qualitatively some
discrepancies between the LiLu approach, the absolute devi-
ations are quite small, ranging from 1.2 to −4.09%.
4.3 Mixed organic system
A mixed system consisting of only organic compounds was
studied separately (“Multi 1”). The composition is given
in Table 1b. For the mixed organic case there are a num-
ber of model combinations applicable to the different multi-
component methods. These are listed in Table 6 along with
the APD on comparison with experimental data. For simplic-
ity, when using the binary predictive models of Tamura and
Suarez, the parameters which resulted in the smallest APD
for the appropriate binary systems were employed. As shown
in Table 6 and Fig. 3 certain variations of the modelling
frameworks can capture the variability very well. Speciﬁ-
cally, use of the FM mixing rule with the LiLu binary method
and variations of the “full” LiLu model framework have ab-
solute APD’s of only 2.27 to 2.26%. This indicates that es-
sentially use of the binary data in the FM mixing rule pro-
vides an excellent tool for recapturing the surface tension
of this system. Similarly, variations of the LiLu model are
just as accurate. However, use of the Tamura and Suarez
methods within the FM rule do not fare as well for this sys-
tem. This is speciﬁcally down to the inability of both meth-
ods to capture the surface tension effect of fulvic acid. As
discussed in Sect. 3.2.2, there is no solution to the Suarez
method when using the pure component surface tension of
102.9dynecm−1.
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Table 6. Average percentage deviations on comparison with experimental data for various model combinations applicable to a mixed organic
system. FM – Fainermann and Miller mixing rule described in the text. LiLu – The Li and Lu thermodynamic scheme described in the text.
The column “Nonideality” highlights whether one assumes activity coefﬁcients in both the inorganic and organic fraction to be the same as
one would expect in a binary mixture (semi-ideal) or by a full treatment of solute – solvent interactions (Nonideal). “LiLu version” highlights
the form of the LiLu model used for modelling aqueous multicomponent organic mixtures. “Binary organic” highlights the binary method
sued within the Fainerman-Mille mixing rule.
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Figure 2a - Measured surface tension for Pinonic acid/ (NH4)2SO4  (‘Exp data’), versus predictions from various 
model combinations.  ‘Add’ – adding the deviations from the surface tension of pure water from both the 
inorganic and organic fraction.  ‘Tamura’,’Suarez’ and ‘LiLu’ – use of the Tamura mixing rule, Suarez 
thermodynamic model and the LiLu binary model fit to the binary data to represent the binary organic surface 
tension.  ‘LiLu full 1’ – Coupled inorganic/organic model assuming no competing adsorption.  ‘LiLu full 2’ - 
Coupled inorganic/organic model assuming competing adsorption.    
 
 
Fig. 2a. Measured surface tension for Pinonic acid/ (NH4)2SO4
(“Exp data”), versus predictions from various model combinations.
“Add” – adding the deviations from the surface tension of pure
water from both the inorganic and organic fraction. “Tamura”,
“Suarez” and “LiLu” – use of the Tamura mixing rule, Suarez ther-
modynamic model and the LiLu binary model ﬁt to the binary data
to represent the binary organic surface tension. “LiLu full 1” – Cou-
pled inorganic/organic model assuming no competing adsorption.
“LiLu full 2” - Coupled inorganic/organic model assuming compet-
ing adsorption.
Results are perhaps even more encouraging when one con-
siders that for comparisons with the experimental data an as-
sumedmassforSuwanneeRiverFAhastobeassignedwhich
was based on a suggestive molecular structure. This struc-
ture, which has been published previously (Topping et al.,
2005b), is based on HNMR analysis. Similarly, in order to
calculate the average molar area of solution using Eq. (22),
then the simple expression given by Eq. (9) was used, which
in itself might be considered to introduce errors. However,
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Figure 2b - Measured surface tension for Succinic acid/ (NH4)2SO4  (‘Exp data’), versus predictions from 
various model combinations.  ‘Add’ – adding the deviations from the surface tension of pure water from both 
the inorganic and organic fraction.  ‘Tamura’,’Suarez’ and ‘LiLu’ – use of the Tamura mixing rule, Suarez 
thermodynamic model and the LiLu binary model fit to the binary data to represent the binary organic surface 
tension.  ‘LiLu full 1’ – Coupled inorganic/organic model assuming no competing adsorption.  ‘LiLu full 2’ - 
Coupled inorganic/organic model assuming competing adsorption.    
 
Fig. 2b. Measured surface tension for Succinic acid/ (NH4)2SO4
(“Exp data”), versus predictions from various model combinations.
“Add” – adding the deviations from the surface tension of pure
water from both the inorganic and organic fraction. “Tamura”,
“Suarez” and “LiLu” – use of the Tamura mixing rule, Suarez ther-
modynamic model and the LiLu binary model ﬁt to the binary data
to represent the binary organic surface tension. “LiLu full 1” – Cou-
pled inorganic/organic model assuming no competing adsorption.
“LiLu full 2” – Coupled inorganic/organic model assuming com-
peting adsorption.
Fainerman et al. (2002) have already noted the inherent in-
sensitivity to choice of ω. This is not probed further here.
4.4 Multi-component inorganic/organic systems
Three mixed inorganic/organic systems were studied as pre-
sented in Table 1b and the surface tension behaviour dis-
played in the Figs. 4a–c. For mixed inorganic/organic
systems the models presented here allow 11 different ap-
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Figure 2c - Measured surface tension for Oxalic acid/ NaCl  (‘Exp data’), versus predictions from various model 
combinations.  ‘Add’ – adding the deviations from the surface tension of pure water from both the inorganic and 
organic fraction.  ‘Tamura’,’Suarez’ and ‘LiLu’ – use of the Tamura mixing rule, Suarez thermodynamic model 
and the LiLu binary model fit to the binary data to represent the binary organic surface tension.  ‘LiLu full 1’ – 
Coupled inorganic/organic model assuming no competing adsorption.  ‘LiLu full 2’ - Coupled inorganic/organic 
model assuming competing adsorption.    
 
Fig. 2c. Measured surface tension for Oxalic acid/ NaCl (“Exp
data”), versus predictions from various model combinations. “Add”
– adding the deviations from the surface tension of pure water from
both the inorganic and organic fraction. “Tamura”, “Suarez” and
“LiLu” – use of the Tamura mixing rule, Suarez thermodynamic
model and the LiLu binary model ﬁt to the binary data to represent
the binary organic surface tension. “LiLu full 1” – Coupled inor-
ganic/organic model assuming no competing adsorption. “LiLu full
2” – Coupled inorganic/organic model assuming competing adsorp-
tion.
proaches which can be broadly categorised into 2 groups:
1) – additive contributions from the separate inorganic and
organic fractions and 2) – Use of the LiLu model frame-
work with all the relevant combinations regarding ideality
and competition for adsorption. The additive contributions
include the use of the FM mixing rule for the organic fraction
using the three separate binary models, and the LiLu model
applied to both the inorganic and organic fraction separately.
All of the combinations are shown in Table 7 along with the
associated APD on comparison with experimental data.
For all of the systems studied, the largest deviation from
experimental data was found when using an additive ap-
proach and the Suarez binary technique in the FM mixing
rule. This is ascribed to the large discrepancies of the Suarez
technique for modelling the surface tension reduction of ful-
vic acid as discussed in Sect. 3.2.2. The second largest de-
viation occurs using the remaining predictive technique of
Tamura. However, deviations are much smaller than when
using the Suarez method due to reasons discussed above.
When using these models, the choice of pure component sur-
face tension and surface area parameters were chosen based
on the smallest APD of the binary comparisons as analysed
in Sect. 3.2.2. The use of the binary data, represented by the
LiLu binary model, within the FM mixing rule and in the full
LiLu model produce much smaller APDs. However there are
some interesting features from the various model predictions.
For the “Multi 2” case, whilst APDs remain low for most
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Figure 3 - Measured surface tension for a mixed organic system (‘Exp data’ ), versus predictions from various 
model combinations.  ‘FM’ – multicomponent surface tensions calculated using the Fainermann and Miller 
mixing rule (see txt)..  ‘Tamura’,’Suarez’ and ‘LiLu’ – use of the Tamura mixing rule, Suarez thermodynamic 
model and the LiLu binary model fit to the binary data to represent the binary organic surface tension.  ‘LiLu 1’ 
– LiLu model assuming semi-ideality and no competing adsorption.  ‘LiLu 2- LiLu model assuming semi-
ideality and competing adsorption.  ‘LiLu 3’ – LiLu model assuming nonideality and no competing adsorption.  
‘LiLu 4- LiLu model assuming nonideality and competing adsorption.   
Fig. 3. Measured surface tension for a mixed organic system (“Exp
data”), versus predictions from various model combinations. “FM”
– multicomponent surface tensions calculated using the Fainermann
and Miller mixing rule (see txt).. “Tamura”, “Suarez” and “LiLu”
– use of the Tamura mixing rule, Suarez thermodynamic model and
the LiLu binary model ﬁt to the binary data to represent the binary
organic surface tension. “LiLu 1” – LiLu model assuming semi-
ideality and no competing adsorption. “LiLu 2” – LiLu model as-
suming semi-ideality and competing adsorption. “LiLu 3” – LiLu
model assuming nonideality and no competing adsorption. “LiLu
4” – LiLu model assuming nonideality and competing adsorption.
remaining combinations, at relatively higher concentrations
the model which aims to account for competing adsorption
and solution non-ideality in the separate fractions, predicts
that the surface tension should rise. Also the difference be-
tween the additive approach and fully coupled LiLu frame-
work is negligible. A similar yet smaller rise in surface ten-
sion is predicted when changing the model to that which does
not account for competing adsorption. The smallest APD is
found when using the additive approach for the inorganic and
organic contributions while employing the full LiLu model
to analyse the organic fraction assuming semi-ideality and
competing adsorption. It is difﬁcult to tease apart reasons for
these results, not least due to issues such as multi-component
solute activities for compounds such as fulvic acid using the
representative structure within UNIFAC. Similarly, it is be-
yondthescopeofthepapertoanalysewhetherthetheoretical
grounding of the LiLu model is suitable for such a mixed sur-
factant system. It is however interesting and encouraging to
see that the additive approach, utilising the FM mixing rule
and the binary data represented by the LiLu model, works
very well in reproducing the experimental data as indicated
by the APD of around −1.02%.
A similar pattern is found for the “Multi 3” case where
all model variations, except those using the purely predic-
tive techniques, work very well. In this system there is no
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Figure 4a - Measured surface tension for a mixed inorganic/organic system (‘Exp data’/ relative composition 
given in table1.2 ), versus predictions from various model combinations. ‘Add’ – adding the deviations from the 
surface tension of pure water from both the inorganic and organic fraction.   ‘FM’ – multi-component organic 
surface tensions calculated using the Fainermann and Miller mixing rule (see text).  ‘Tamura’,’Suarez’ and 
‘LiLu’ – use of the Tamura mixing rule, Suarez thermodynamic model and the LiLu binary model fit to the 
binary data to represent the binary organic surface tension. ‘Add – LiLu’ – additive approach using the LiLu 
model to describe the organic fraction.  ‘LiLu 1’ – LiLu model assuming semi-ideality and no competing 
adsorption.  ‘LiLu 2- LiLu model assuming semi-ideality and competing adsorption.  ‘LiLu 3’ – LiLu model 
assuming nonideality and no competing adsorption.  ‘LiLu 4- LiLu model assuming nonideality and competing 
adsorption.  ‘LiLu full’ – Coupled inorganic/organic LiLu model with the same combinations described above 
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Figure 4b - Measured surface tension for a mixed inorganic/organic system (‘Exp data’/ relative composition 
given in table1.2 ), versus predictions from various model combinations. ‘Add’ – adding the deviations from the 
surface tension of pure water from both the inorganic and organic fraction.   ‘FM’ – multi-component organic 
surface tensions calculated using the Fainermann and Miller mixing rule (see text).  ‘Tamura’,’Suarez’ and 
‘LiLu’ – use of the Tamura mixing rule, Suarez thermodynamic model and the LiLu binary model fit to the 
binary data to represent the binary organic surface tension. ‘Add – LiLu’ – additive approach using the LiLu 
model to describe the organic fraction.  ‘LiLu 1’ – LiLu model assuming semi-ideality and no competing 
adsorption.  ‘LiLu 2- LiLu model assuming semi-ideality and competing adsorption.  ‘LiLu 3’ – LiLu model 
assuming nonideality and no competing adsorption.  ‘LiLu 4- LiLu model assuming nonideality and competing 
adsorption.  ‘LiLu full’ – Coupled inorganic/organic LiLu model with the same combinations described above. 
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Figure 
4c - Measured surface tension for a mixed inorganic/organic system (‘Exp data’ / relative composition given in 
table1.2), versus predictions from various model combinations. ‘Add’ – adding the deviations from the surface 
tension of pure water from both the inorganic and organic fraction.   ‘FM’ – multi-component organic surface 
tensions calculated using the Fainermann and Miller mixing rule (see text).  ‘Tamura’,’Suarez’ and ‘LiLu’ – use 
of the Tamura mixing rule, Suarez thermodynamic model and the LiLu binary model fit to the binary data to 
represent the binary organic surface tension. ‘Add – LiLu’ – additive approach using the LiLu model to describe 
the organic fraction.  ‘LiLu 1’ – LiLu model assuming semi-ideality and no competing adsorption.  ‘LiLu 2- 
LiLu model assuming semi-ideality and competing adsorption.  ‘LiLu 3’ – LiLu model assuming nonideality 
and no competing adsorption.  ‘LiLu 4- LiLu model assuming nonideality and competing adsorption.  ‘LiLu 
full’ – Coupled inorganic/organic LiLu model with the same combinations described above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Measured surface tension for a mixed inorganic/organic system (“Exp data”/relative composition given in Table 1.2), versus pre-
dictions from various model combinations. “Add” – adding the deviations from the surface tension of pure water from both the inorganic
and organic fraction. “FM” – multi-component organic surface tensions calculated using the Fainermann and Miller mixing rule (see text).
“Tamura”, “Suarez” and “LiLu” – use of the Tamura mixing rule, Suarez thermodynamic model and the LiLu binary model ﬁt to the binary
data to represent the binary organic surface tension. “Add – LiLu” – additive approach using the LiLu model to describe the organic fraction.
“LiLu 1” – LiLu model assuming semi-ideality and no competing adsorption. “LiLu 2” – LiLu model assuming semi-ideality and competing
adsorption. “LiLu 3” – LiLu model assuming nonideality and no competing adsorption. “LiLu 4” – LiLu model assuming nonideality and
competing adsorption. “LiLu full” – Coupled inorganic/organic LiLu model with the same combinations described above
predicted increase in surface tension within the experimen-
tal range of concentrations. Using the additive approach,
treating the organic fraction within the LiLu model frame-
work, one obtains a range of APDs from −0.73to −4.08%.
Use of the binary data within the FM mixing rule also re-
sults in a small APD of −3.39%. Again a similar pattern is
found for the “Multi 4” case, however in this instance the
additive approach employing the Tamura mixing rule pro-
duces a relatively constant surface tension. The remaining
model variations on the other hand capture the variability
well. The additive approach employing the LiLu model to
describe the organic fraction produces APDs ranging from
−1.16 to −3.59%, whereas the coupled LiLu model results
in APDs ranging from 0.40 to −3.32%.
Thus it would appear that use of binary data is crucial to
capturing the behaviour of multi-component surface tensions
for the systems studied here. Whilst the applicability of the
coupled thermodynamic model and its various combinations
seems to be composition dependent, and produce some inter-
esting if un-validated features with increasing concentration,
the direct use of binary data within the FM mixing rule also
reproduces measured behaviour very well. This would be
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Table 7. Average percentage deviations on comparison with experimental data for various model combinations applicable to a mixed
inorganic/organic system. FM – Fainermann and Miller mixing rule described in the text. LiLu – The Li and Lu thermodynamic scheme
described in the text. Coupled LiLu – a complete LiLu model framework which considers both inorganic and organic components. The
column “coupled inorganic/organic method” highlights the method used for coupling the effect of the inorganic and organic fraction on the
solution surface tension. The column “Mixed Organic” highlights approaches used to model the surface tension contribution from the organic
fraction. The column ‘Nonideality’ highlights whether one assumes activity coefﬁcients in both the inorganic and organic fraction to be the
same as one would expect in a binary mixture (semi-ideal) or by a full treatment of solute – solvent interactions (Nonideal). “LiLu version”
highlights the form of the LiLu model used for modelling aqueous multicomponent organic mixtures. “Binary organic representation”
highlights the binary method sued within the Fainerman-Mille mixing rule.
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Table 6 - Average percentage deviations on comparison with experimental data for various model combinations 
applicable to a mixed organic system.  FM – Fainermann and Miller mixing rule described in the text.  LiLu – 
The Li and Lu thermodynamic scheme described in the text.  The column ‘Nonideality’ highlights whether one 
assumes activity coefficients in both the inorganic and organic fraction to be the same as one would expect in a 
binary mixture (semi-ideal) or by a full treatment of solute –solvent interactions (Nonideal).  ‘LiLu version’ 
highlights the form of the LiLu model used for modelling aqueous multicomponent organic mixtures.  ‘Binary 
organic’ highlights the binary method sued within the Fainerman-Mille mixing rule.   
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the model of choice when binary data is available. In the
following section, the sensitivity to predictions of the critical
saturation ratio are analysed.
5 Critical supersaturations
In the following analysis, activation predictions are calcu-
lated using ADDEM (Topping et al., 2005a, b) based on the
surface tension modelling techniques described in the pre-
vious sections whilst neglecting bulk to surface partitioning
(Sorjamaa et al., 2004). Speciﬁcally this will help to eluci-
date on the importance of capturing composition dependent
surface tensions in a fundamental Kohler theory approach.
In Sect. 5.1 two case studies are used to analyse the possible
effect of bulk to surface partitioning on both the solute and
Kelvin effect within Kohler theory.
Here the model ADDEM is taken into the supersaturated
humid regime by applying model adjustments and extensions
which allow growth factor calculations, as well as activation
predictions, above 100% RH. This framework describes the
equilibrium of water vapour alone. The details of ADDEM
and its use in the sub-saturated humid regime are given in
detail in two papers (Topping et al., 2005a, b). For treat-
ing non-ideality, both the Pitzer-Simonson-Clegg (Clegg and
Pitzer, 1992) and UNIFAC model (Fredenslund et al., 1975)
are employed in an additive approach for treating mixed
inorganic/organic systems. The advantages and caveats of
such an approach have been discussed previously and the
complexities in treating mixed inorganic/organic systems are
treated extensively in the literature and will not be reviewed
here (e.g. see Clegg and Seinfeld, 2006; Clegg et al., 2001,
and references therein). For this study, the updated interac-
tion parameters of Peng et al. (2001) were used in combi-
nation with the original matrix of Hansen et al. (1991) to re-
tain consistency with the surface tension calculations. Whilst
some theoretical studies suggest the effect of highly surface
active compounds may alter the water activity by decreasing
the effective number of molecules in the Raoult term, exper-
imental studies for atmospherically relevant species have not
been carried out nor has the effect of non-ideality been ex-
plored, and as such is not considered here (Sorjamaa et al.,
2004).
When developing the mathematical framework required
here, it is at ﬁrst necessary to deﬁne what information one
requires to extract from the K¨ ohler curve; for example, an
equilibrium radius for a given super-saturation ratio or the
critical point on the K¨ ohler curve. For the latter case, the re-
quired one dimensional search uses the control of water ac-
tivity in Eq. (1) to deﬁne ﬁrstly upper and lower boundaries
which bracket the critical point. Once the model is run with a
given water activity (aw) then the appropriate physical infor-
mation such as surface tension and density can be calculated
and the point on the K¨ ohler curve determined. Unfortunately
derivative information cannot be attained easily which would
be required to deﬁne the point at which the derivative of the
K¨ ohler curve with respect to radius becomes zero (the critical
point). Speciﬁcally, the use of complex thermodynamic ac-
tivity coefﬁcient models and surface tension rules would re-
quire complicated derivative information. Fortunately there
is no need to derive such relationships and one can use meth-
ods that need only evaluations of the function such as a basic
bisection approach or Brent’s method for function minimi-
sation. The latter is likely to be particularly useful since it
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will exploit the parabolic nature of the K¨ ohler curve near the
critical point.
Applying the above technique, Figs. 5a–8a show the crit-
ical saturation ratio as a function of dry size for all of the
mixed cases studied in Sect. 4.3 and Sect. 4.4, whereas
Figs. 5b–8b show the surface tension values at the critical
points. The deviation between predicted critical points in-
creases as the size of the dry particle decreases. Despite
increased convergence at larger dry sizes, thus more dilute
droplets (reduced Kelvin effect), there is still a noticeable
difference between assuming the surface tension is that of
pure water and explicitly taking into account the inﬂuence of
solutes.
In all systems the largest and lowest predicted critical
points are given when using the surface tension of pure wa-
ter and employing purely predictive techniques respectively.
At 10, 100 and 500nm dry diameter the difference in critical
saturation between both techniques for “multi 1” was 6.46,
0.139 and 0.0093% respectively. Larger deviations were
found for “multi 2” (8.27, 0.186 and 0.0141%). However,
the remaining systems exhibited smaller deviations (5.22,
0.0109 and 0.0066% for “multi 3”; 1.78, 0.047 and 0.004%
for “multi 4”). Looking at the deviation between the other
modelling techniques one can see that, whilst Table 7 indi-
cates relatively small average percentage deviations on com-
parison between models and experimental surface tension
data, propagating these deviations through to calculations of
the critical point leads to signiﬁcant differences on decreas-
ing dry size. At larger sizes, all model combinations con-
verge, which is to be expected given the surface tension be-
haviour already described in earlier sections, and evident in
Figs. 3–4 whereby all models converge at low solute concen-
trations.
An interesting feature which is apparent in each system is
the sudden drop in the critical point as a function of dry size
for certain model combinations. However, Figs. 5b–8b show
that this discrepancy is caused by an inﬂection in the predic-
tions of surface tension. As discussed earlier, some model
combinations did seem to predict that surface tension would
increase beyond and toward the end of the range of exper-
imental data. At the smaller dry sizes, where solutions are
more concentrated at the critical point, this causes the dis-
crepancy observed. In order to explain this, a more detailed
analysis of the surface tension predictions was carried out.
On closer inspection, it was found that the multi-component
methods were relying on contributions to the mixed surface
tension for concentrations beyond which had been used for
binary surface tension of fulvic acid. Thus, as shown in
Fig. 9, this caused an increase in the mixed surface tension
of varying magnitudes. To bypass this problem one requires
a smooth function. To this end, following previous studies
(Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2004), the Szyskowski equation
was ﬁt to the binary data for fulvic acid, which is a function
of the solute mole fraction:
σws = σw − 0.06473T(log10(1 + 45586.87346x)) (31)
where σw is the surface tension of pure water and x the solute
mole fraction. The range of concentrations used here was
between 0.0092 to 0.000019 solute mass fraction. The two
binary parameters were found using the same iterative pro-
cedure as described earlier. Figure 9 shows the ability of the
ﬁtted Szyskowski equation to reproduce the measured data.
Use of the new binary representation in the FM mixing rule
and the effect on activation predictions is shown in Figs. 5a–
8a. One can see that the critical saturation ratio versus dry
size is now smooth, all curves converging at larger dry sizes.
It is of course questionable whether it is appropriate to model
surface tensions beyond the solubility limit of certain com-
pounds. This example clearly illustrates the effect when such
limitations are manifest in the data, which in this instance
creates a discontinuity in model predictions. These results
indicate that the use of theoretical frameworks which contain
parameters derived from binary data may predict unphysical
behaviour when taken beyond the concentration ranges used
to ﬁt such parameters.
Thus results suggest that the composition dependent sur-
face tension is a crucial parameter for calculations of the
critical point. Similarly, the sensitivity to different models
and variations in composition seem to increase with decreas-
ing particle size. For smaller dry sizes, in this study below
40nm, one would have to make sure that smooth functions
of binary surface tension at appropriate concentration ranges
were available for use in multi-component methods. Calcu-
lations carried out here would suggest that one cannot as-
sume the surface tension of pure water in a consistent the-
oretical framework. Of course, comparison with laboratory
measurements of activation is required on such systems be-
fore completely robust conclusions can be made. Ideally this
should also include further separate investigations into the
solute effect encompassed within the Raoult term. However,
the sensitivity when using accurate surface tension models in
fundamental K¨ ohler theory is clear.
5.1 Bulk to surface partitioning
Calculating the equilibrium composition using all variations
of Kohler theory has in the past assumed that the total so-
lute concentrations deﬁne both the water activity and surface
tension. This was employed in the previous section using
the fundamental Kohler equation. Recently however the ne-
glect of bulk to surface phase partitioning has been investi-
gated in various studies (e.g. Sorjamaa and Laaksonen, 2006;
Kokkola et al., 2006 and references therein). In the follow-
ing section the critical saturation ratio of two systems pre-
sented in this report are analysed with this effect in mind. To
understand this process it is important to understand that an
alteration of the surface tension is caused by changing con-
centration gradients approaching the surface. However, in
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Figure 5. a)- Critical saturation ratio versus dry diameter for the ‘multi 1’ composition using a variety of surface tension models. b) – Surface tension at the critical point.  
‘FM’ – multi-component organic surface tensions calculated using the Fainermann and Miller mixing rule (see text).  ‘Tamura’, and ’Suarez’– use of the Tamura mixing 
rule and Suarez thermodynamic model to represent the binary organic surface tension within the Fainermann and Miller mixing rule. ‘Binary/Szyskowski’ – use of the 
binary LiLu model to represent the binary organic tension of all organic components except Suwannee River Fulvic acid where the Szyskowski equation is employed.  
‘water’ – using the surface tension of pure water; ‘FM/LiLu’ – use the LiLu model within the Fainermann Miller mixing rule and the full LiLu model (and all variations 
thereof). These lines show that the use of a theoretical model fit to binary data may produce unrealistic physical behaviour when taken outside the range of experimental 
data
Fig. 5. (a) Critical saturation ratio versus dry diameter for the “multi 1” composition using a variety of surface tension models. (b) Surface
tension at the critical point. “FM” – multi-component organic surface tensions calculated using the Fainermann and Miller mixing rule (see
text). “Tamura” and “Suarez” – use of the Tamura mixing rule and Suarez thermodynamic model to represent the binary organic surface
tension within the Fainermann and Miller mixing rule. “Binary/Szyskowski” – use of the binary LiLu model to represent the binary organic
tension of all organic components except Suwannee River Fulvic acid where the Szyskowski equation is employed. “water” – using the
surface tension of pure water; “FM/LiLu” – use the LiLu model within the Fainermann Miller mixing rule and the full LiLu model (and all
variations thereof). These lines show that the use of a theoretical model ﬁt to binary data may produce unrealistic physical behaviour when
taken outside the range of experimental data.
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Figure 6. a)- Critical saturation ratio versus dry diameter for the ‘multi 2’ composition using a variety of surface tension models. b) – Surface tension at the critical point.  
‘FM’ – multi-component organic surface tensions calculated using the Fainermann and Miller mixing rule (see text).  ‘Tamura’, and ’Suarez’– use of the Tamura mixing 
rule and Suarez thermodynamic model to represent the binary organic surface tension within the Fainermann and Miller mixing rule. ‘Binary/Szyskowski’ – use of the 
binary LiLu model to represent the binary organic tension of all organic components except Suwannee River Fulvic acid where the Szyskowski equation is employed.  
‘water’ – using the surface tension of pure water; ‘FM/LiLu’ – use the LiLu model within the Fainermann Miller mixing rule and the full LiLu model (and all variations 
thereof). These lines show that the use of a theoretical model fit to binary data may produce unrealistic physical behaviour when taken outside the range of experimental 
data  
Fig. 6. (a) Critical saturation ratio versus dry diameter for the “multi 2” composition using a variety of surface tension models. (b) Surface
tension at the critical point. “FM” – multi-component organic surface tensions calculated using the Fainermann and Miller mixing rule (see
text). “Tamura” and “Suarez” – use of the Tamura mixing rule and Suarez thermodynamic model to represent the binary organic surface
tension within the Fainermann and Miller mixing rule. “Binary/Szyskowski” – use of the binary LiLu model to represent the binary organic
tension of all organic components except Suwannee River Fulvic acid where the Szyskowski equation is employed. “water” – using the
surface tension of pure water; “FM/LiLu” – use the LiLu model within the Fainermann Miller mixing rule and the full LiLu model (and all
variations thereof). These lines show that the use of a theoretical model ﬁt to binary data may produce unrealistic physical behaviour when
taken outside the range of experimental data.
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Figure 7. a)- Critical saturation ratio versus dry diameter for the ‘multi 3’ composition using a variety of surface tension models. b) – Surface tension at the critical point.  
‘FM’ – multi-component organic surface tensions calculated using the Fainermann and Miller mixing rule (see text).  ‘Tamura’, and ’Suarez’– use of the Tamura mixing 
rule and Suarez thermodynamic model to represent the binary organic surface tension within the Fainermann and Miller mixing rule. ‘Binary/Szyskowski’ – use of the 
binary LiLu model to represent the binary organic tension of all organic components except Suwannee River Fulvic acid where the Szyskowski equation is employed.  
‘water’ – using the surface tension of pure water; ‘FM/LiLu’ – use the LiLu model within the Fainermann Miller mixing rule and the full LiLu model (and all variations 
thereof). These lines show that the use of a theoretical model fit to binary data may produce unrealistic physical behaviour when taken outside the range of experimental 
Fig. 7. (a) Critical saturation ratio versus dry diameter for the “multi 3” composition using a variety of surface tension models. (b) Surface
tension at the critical point. “FM” – multi-component organic surface tensions calculated using the Fainermann and Miller mixing rule (see
text). “Tamura” and “Suarez” – use of the Tamura mixing rule and Suarez thermodynamic model to represent the binary organic surface
tension within the Fainermann and Miller mixing rule. “Binary/Szyskowski” – use of the binary LiLu model to represent the binary organic
tension of all organic components except Suwannee River Fulvic acid where the Szyskowski equation is employed. “water” – using the
surface tension of pure water; “FM/LiLu” – use the LiLu model within the Fainermann Miller mixing rule and the full LiLu model (and all
variations thereof). These lines show that the use of a theoretical model ﬁt to binary data may produce unrealistic physical behaviour when
taken outside the range of experimental data.
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Figure 8. a)- Critical saturation ratio versus dry diameter for the ‘multi 4’ composition using a variety of surface tension models. b) – Surface tension at the critical point.  
‘FM’ – multi-component organic surface tensions calculated using the Fainermann and Miller mixing rule (see text).  ‘Tamura’, and ’Suarez’– use of the Tamura mixing 
rule and Suarez thermodynamic model to represent the binary organic surface tension within the Fainermann and Miller mixing rule. ‘Binary/Szyskowski’ – use of the 
binary LiLu model to represent the binary organic tension of all organic components except Suwannee River Fulvic acid where the Szyskowski equation is employed.  
‘water’ – using the surface tension of pure water; ‘FM/LiLu’ – use the LiLu model within the Fainermann Miller mixing rule and the full LiLu model (and all variations 
thereof). These lines show that the use of a theoretical model fit to binary data may produce unrealistic physical behaviour when taken outside the range of experimental 
data  
Fig. 8. (a)- Critical saturation ratio versus dry diameter for the “multi 4” composition using a variety of surface tension models. (b) Surface
tension at the critical point. “FM” – multi-component organic surface tensions calculated using the Fainermann and Miller mixing rule (see
text). “Tamura” and “Suarez” – use of the Tamura mixing rule and Suarez thermodynamic model to represent the binary organic surface
tension within the Fainermann and Miller mixing rule. “Binary/Szyskowski” – use of the binary LiLu model to represent the binary organic
tension of all organic components except Suwannee River Fulvic acid where the Szyskowski equation is employed. “water” – using the
surface tension of pure water; “FM/LiLu” – use the LiLu model within the Fainermann Miller mixing rule and the full LiLu model (and all
variations thereof). These lines show that the use of a theoretical model ﬁt to binary data may produce unrealistic physical behaviour when
taken outside the range of experimental data.
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Figure 9 – Measured surface tension for Suwannee River fulvic acid (‘exp data’) with extended 
predictions from the LiLu binary model, fit to measured data (‘LiLu’), and from the Szyskowski 
equation fit to the binary data (‘Szyskowski’) 
 
 
 
Fig. 9. Measured surface tension for Suwannee River fulvic acid
(“exp data”) with extended predictions from the LiLu binary model,
ﬁt to measured data (“LiLu”), and from the Szyskowski equation ﬁt
to the binary data (“Szyskowski”).
Gibbs surface thermodynamics this surface phase between
the homogeneous liquid and vapour phase is taken to be in-
ﬁnitely thin allowing an exact deﬁnition of the droplet radius
(Sorjamaa and Laaksonen, 2006). Any extra material which
is related to the change in surface tension is described using
surface excess quantities which can be positive or negative
(Eq. 32):
nt
i = nb
i + ns
i (32)
Where nt
i is the total amount of component “i”, nb
i and
ns
i the bulk and surface phase concentrations respectively.
The Gibbs adsorption equation relates the change in surface
energy to changes in thermodynamic variables and excess
quantities (Eq. 33):
X
i
ns
idµi + Adropdσws = 0 (33)
Where µi is the chemical potential of component “i” , Adrop
the surface area of the droplet and σws the surface tension.
The size of the droplet is important since as the surface to
volume ratio increases then depletion of material from the
bulk becomes important for thermodynamic properties (Sor-
jamaa and Laaksonen, 2006). Li et al. (1998) studied the
effect this can have on the surface tension of small droplets
whereas Sorjamaa and Laaksonen (2006) and Kokkola et
al. (2006) recently studied the parallel effect on water ac-
tivity, the latter study focusing on humic like material. The
authorsdevisedanumericaltechniqueforbinaryorganicsys-
temsinwaterandternarymixedinorganic/organicsystemsin
water. Figure 10a shows the effects bulk to surface partition-
ing calculations for a binary system consisting of Suwannee
River fulvic acid in water. Here a solution to the Gibbs ad-
sorption equation (Eq. 33) is found by assuming the surface
excess of water is zero following Li et al. (1998). The gradi-
ent of surface tension is found by employing the Szyskowski
equation already presented in Sect. 5 and activity gradients
were calculated using the original UNIFAC framework and
the parameters of Hansen et al. (1991). Clearly, using the
above considerations results in a signiﬁcant increase in the
predicted critical point. Including the effects of partitioning
on calculations of surface tension and water activity leads
to an increase in the critical super-saturation of 91.19, 37.28,
15.97 and 3.88% at 40, 100, 200 and 500nm dry diameter re-
spectively. The ﬁgure also shows predicted critical points if
one does not treat bulk to surface partitioning for calculations
of both water activity and surface tension, the latter assumed
equal to that of pure water. Interestingly, these predictions
are closer to the “full” partitioning calculations than those
where one accurately captures the variation of surface ten-
sion with concentration alone. For example, increases in the
critical super-saturation of 13.55, 9.88, 4.08 and 0.33% at 40,
100, 200 and 500nm dry diameter respectively were found
when assuming the surface tension of pure water compared
to the “full” partitioning calculations. A similar result was
found by Sorjamaa and Laaksonen (2006a) for sodium dode-
cyl sulphate and more recently by Kokkola et al. (2006) for
humic like material. For ternary systems Sorjamaa and Laak-
sonen (2006) introduced the constraint that the ratio of water
and salt molecules is practically constant as a function of ra-
dius in order to solve the appropriate set of equations. Since
we are dealing with a multi-component surfactant mixture
in this instance we have not used this approach. Instead we
have assumed that the behaviour of each organic behaves as
it would in a binary mixture. The consequences of using such
an assumption will form the focus of future work, as will the
inﬂuence of including inorganic compounds in systems more
complex than ternary mixtures. As before, a solution to the
Gibbs adsorption equation (Eq. 33) is found by assuming the
surface excess of water is zero following Li et al. (1998).
The gradient of surface tension is found by employing the
Szyskowski equation and activity gradients were calculated
using the original UNIFAC and the parameters of Hansen et
al. (1991). Figure 10b shows again that the effects bulk to
surface partitioning calculations clearly results in a signiﬁ-
cant increase in the predicted critical point. In this instance
an increase in the critical super-saturation of 63.98, 31.77,
16.62 and 5.85% is found for 40, 100, 200 and 500nm dry
diameter respectively. Interestingly the difference between
“full” partitioning calculations and using the total concentra-
tions combined with the surface tension of pure water is very
small. As the ﬁgure shows both lines are nearly identical
with differences of only 2.38, 2.54, 2.15 and 1.21% at 40,
100, 200 and 500nm dry diameter respectively.
The above analysis clearly illustrates that a consideration
of bulk to surface partitioning can lead to a signiﬁcant in-
crease in the calculated critical point. As already discussed
in previous studied in the literature this will depend on the
composition and type of organic being studied. Whilst only
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Figure (10a). - Critical saturation ratio versus dry diameter for Suwannee River Fulvic acid.  The black 
line represents use of total solute concentrations for calculating water activity and surface tension 
which is represented by the Szyskowski equation.  The red line represents calculations which take bulk 
to surface partitioning into consideration for calculation of both water activity and surface tension.  The 
blue line represents calculations based on using total solute concentrations to define the water activity 
but assuming the surface tension is equal to that of pure water. 
 
 
Fig. 10a. Critical saturation ratio versus dry diameter for Suwannee
River Fulvic acid. The black line represents use of total solute con-
centrations for calculating water activity and surface tension which
is represented by the Szyskowski equation. The red line represents
calculations which take bulk to surface partitioning into considera-
tion for calculation of both water activity and surface tension. The
blue line represents calculations based on using total solute concen-
trations to deﬁne the water activity but assuming the surface tension
is equal to that of pure water.
two case studies were studied above, a more detailed analysis
will form the focus of future work. For example, it is likely
that the choice of method for calculating surface tension will
be important as in Sect. 5 due to different gradients input
into Eq. (33). Despite this however, results presented in this
paper still highlight the need for detailed laboratory studies
in order to validate model predictions and also to elucidate
on processes pertinent to describing how an aerosol particle
activates into a cloud droplet.
6 Summary and conclusions
The complexity of the organic fraction warrants the analysis
of predictive frameworks in order to understand better our
ability to model aerosols from various environments. Whilst
the qualitative effect of organic compounds on solution sur-
face tensions is understood, our quantitative understanding
on mixed organic and mixed inorganic/organic systems is
limited. This in itself warrants further laboratory studies
which should work in conjunction with ambient measure-
ments of both the chemical and physical properties of aerosol
particles. All of the systems studied here showed a reduction
in surface tension with increasing solute concentration.
For the ternary mixtures of Oxalic acid:NaCl and Succinic
acid:(NH4)2SO4 the reduction in surface tension is quite
small. On the other hand, the Pinonic acid:(NH4)2SO4 sys-
tem produced a signiﬁcant reduction in surface tension. An
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Figure 10b. - Critical saturation ratio versus dry diameter for the ‘multi 1’ composition.  The black line 
represents use of total solute concentrations for calculating water activity and surface tension which is 
represented by the Szyskowski equation within the Fainermann Miller mixing rule.  The red line 
represents calculations which take bulk to surface partitioning into consideration for calculation of both 
water activity and surface tension.  The blue line represents calculations based on using total solute 
concentrations to define the water activity but assuming the surface tension is equal to that of pure 
water. 
 
Fig. 10b. Critical saturation ratio versus dry diameter for the “multi
1” composition. The black line represents use of total solute con-
centrations for calculating water activity and surface tension which
is represented by the Szyskowski equation within the Fainermann
Miller mixing rule. The red line represents calculations which take
bulk to surface partitioning into consideration for calculation of
both water activity and surface tension. The blue line represents
calculations based on using total solute concentrations to deﬁne the
water activity but assuming the surface tension is equal to that of
pure water.
analysis of predictions from different model combinations
suggested that one could, by chance, capture the variabil-
ity using a predictive scheme. However this was composi-
tion dependent as, for example, the predictive schemes over-
predicted the reduction in surface tension for the Pinonic
acid:(NH4)2SO4 system. Interestingly, for these relatively
simple systems then a simple additive approach, using a
model ﬁt to the binary data, resulted in average percentage
deviations of −4.8 to 0.58% dependent on the composition.
Analysis of a multi-component organic system found that
use of completely predictive technique resulted in large aver-
age percentage deviations on comparison with experimental
data. However the use of binary data or a coupled thermody-
namic model improved predictions signiﬁcantly. On addition
of inorganic solutes the ability of the entirely predictive tech-
niques did not improve. Generally the use of a coupled ther-
modynamic framework reproduced measured data very well,
the best model permutation seeming composition dependent.
Similarly, it was found that ‘direct’ use of binary data within
a mixing rule worked excellently as well. Thus it appears
that in order to model multi-component surface tensions one
requires the use of the appropriate binary data.
The models used in this study were then employed to cal-
culate critical saturation ratios as a function of dry size for
all of the multi-component systems studied by ﬁrst neglect-
ing the possible effect of bulk to surface partitioning. It was
clear that deviations between predictions increased as the dry
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size decreased. Similarly, it was evident that using the sur-
face tension of pure water, rather than calculate the inﬂuence
of the solutes explicitly, lead to a consistently higher value
of the critical saturation ratio. Indeed, a neglect of the com-
positional effects lead to noticeable differences even at large
dry sizes. Further analysis clearly illustrates that a consider-
ation of bulk to surface partitioning can lead to a signiﬁcant
increase in the calculated critical point. By employing vari-
ous assumptions it was possible to perform calculations not
only for a binary system but also for a mixed organic system.
As already discussed in previous studies in the literature the
net effect will depend on the composition and type of organic
being studied. A more detailed analysis will form the focus
of future work. Despite this however, results presented in this
paper still highlight the need for detailed laboratory studies
in order to validate model predictions and also to elucidate
on processes pertinent to describing how an aerosol particle
activates into a cloud droplet.
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